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ABSTRACT 

Graph pattern matching has been widely used in e.g., social data analysis. A number of matching 
algorithms have been developed that, given a graph pattern. Social data analysis, however, 
introduces new challenges to graph pattern matching. Social graphs are typically large with 
millions of nodes and billions of edges. This gives rise to the following problems with the 
matching algorithms. In our proposed research in the initially generated the dependency graph to 
place the Entropy, Mutual Information, Conditional Entropy, Relative Entropy, and Negative 
Mutual Information from the input strategies. And the values of these attributes are individually 
computed for each schema. The second phase is the Dependency Graph Matching; where Multi 
Kernel Fuzzy C-Means Clustering (MKFCM) is accomplished for matching the two dependency 
graph. This suggested technique is suggested on kernel selection in MKFCM is attained by 
applying the Salp Swarm Optimization (SSO). 

Keywords: - Graph Pattern Matching, Dependency Graph Matching, Multi Kernel Fuzzy C-
Means Clustering, Salp Swarm Optimization Algorithm, Entropy, Relative Entropy, Conditional 
Entropy, Mutual Information Negative Mutual Information 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Graphs are an effective tool for modelling complex structured data. However, few researches 
model the ensemble of local features by graphs in human action recognition. There are two 
nontrivial difficulties to be solved: i) how to construct graphs to model these local features; ii) 
how to measure similarity between the constructed graphs [5]. Graph pattern matching is long 
investigated in database study. It traditionally stands for subgraph isomorphism problem. This 
determines whether a small graph pattern is exactly contained in another graph, or graphs in a 
large graph collection. Its main application is the so called frequent subgraph mining, which has 
been extensively studied for the last decade [1]. Graphs are widely used to model complex 
entities in many applications including bio-informatics chem-informatics and pattern recognition, 
etc. Managing a large amount of graph data in these domains is a very challenging problem [2]. 
Graph pattern matching is being increasingly used in a number of applications, e.g., software 
plagiarism detection, biology, social networks and intelligence analysis [3]. Recently, graph 
model has attracted extensive attentions in many fields, such as bioinformatics, chemistry, 
software engineering, traffic network and semantic web. Much real-world data in these domains 
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can be modelled as graphs, where vertices represent different objects and edges model their pair 
wise relationships [4].  

As data in these domains is naturally modelled as graphs, a range of scalable algorithms and 
indexing techniques for analyzing and querying graphs [6].Graphs are used to provide 
meaningful representations of objects and patterns, as well as more abstract descriptions. These 
graphs can be used on a variety of applications including network analysis, face recognition, and 
image segmentation. However at the heart of graph theory is the problem of graph matching, 
within exact graph matching, there are three graph isomorphism problems. These are, increasing 
order of complexity, graph isomorphism, subgraph isomorphism, and maximum common 
subgraph isomorphism [7]. The use of a graph-based pattern representation induces the need to 
formulate the main required operations of a recognition system in terms of graphs: classification, 
intended as the comparison between an object and a set of prototypes, and learning [8]. Graphs 
have been widely used to model complex data in many real-world applications. In life sciences, 
graph pattern matching can be used for protein interaction networks comparison and protein 
structure matching [1]. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Graph matching is important for a wide variety of applications in different domains such as 
social network analysis and knowledge discovery. Despite extensive research over the last few 
decades, graph matching is still challenging particularly when it comes with new conditions and 
constraints. Here, few of the major problems are discussed, 

 Supporting of several new specifications, such as matching probabilistic multi-labeled 
graphs and graph based processing for large-scale distributed pattern matching is the key 
issue in graph match [9]. 

 Bipartite graph matching scheme does not require the one-to-one matching for vertices in 
the bipartite graph and also has relatively higher computational complexity than some 
other methods [10]. 

 WBGM introduced the weight of node to improve the accuracy of matching. However, 
WBGM did not consider edge information of one graph, which can be seen as graph 
matching with unary attribute. The final retrieval results are worse [10]. 
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Fig 1: Proposed MKFCM-SSO Based Graph Pattern Matching 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The schema matching of the data integrity a proficient technique is proposed also this approach 
increases the accuracy of matching as it uses the dependency graph. This algorithm is used to 
find the matching between the dependency graph also we have introduce more attributes such as 
Entropy, Mutual Information, Conditional Entropy, Relative Entropy, Negative Mutual 
Information. In our proposed research in the initially generated the dependency graph to place 
the Entropy, Mutual Information, Conditional Entropy, Relative Entropy, and Negative Mutual 
Information from the input strategies. And the values of these attributes are individually 
computed for each schema. The second phase is the Dependency Graph Matching; where Multi 
Kernel Fuzzy C-Means Clustering (MKFCM) is accomplished for matching the two dependency 
graph. This suggested technique is suggested on kernel selection in MKFCM is attained by 
applying the Salp Swarm Optimization (SSO). In addition, matching process is incorporated by 
computed the distance measures with the help of Euclidean Distance among the two 
dependencies graphs of schemas. Finally, the performance of the suggested work is evaluated 
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with some performance metrics and successfully implemented in the platform of JAVA for 
interpreting and optimizing graph matching problems. 

3.1. Conditional Entropy 

Let Y be a discrete random variable with outcomes, {y1,..., y m}, which occur with probabilities, 
py(yj). The avg. information you gain when told the outcome of Y is: 

)(log)(
1

jy

m

j
jyy ypypH 



                                                        (4) 

3.2. Relative Entropy 

Let a discrete distribution have probability function p_k, and let a second discrete distribution 
have probability function q_k. Then the relative entropy of p with respect to q, also called the 
Kullback-Leibler distance, is defined by 
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Although d(p,q)!=d(q,p), so relative entropy is therefore not a true metric, it satisfies many 
important mathematical properties. For example, it is a convex function of p_k, is always 
nonnegative, and equals zero only if p_k=q_k. 

3.3. KERNELIZED FUZZY C-MEANS algorithm: 

The second phase is the Dependency Graph Matching; where Multi Kernel Fuzzy C-Means 
Clustering (MKFCM) is accomplished for matching the two dependency graph. This suggested 
technique is suggested on kernel selection in MKFCM is attained by applying the Salp Swarm 
Optimization (SSO). Define a nonlinear map as 𝜑: 𝑥 →  𝜑(𝑥) ∈ 𝐹,where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋. 𝑋 denotes the data 
space and F is the transformed feature space with high or even infinite dimensions. KFCM has following 
functions  

JKFCM(U,V)=   
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Where  

),( vxk   (𝑥) )(x  

It is the inner product kernel function. The Gaussian functions as the kernel function. 
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),( vxK =exp (
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JKFCM(U,V)=2  
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In this view, the majority broadly engaged kernel tasks comprise the linear kernel, Polynomial 
kernel, Quadratic kernel, Sigmoid and the Radial Basis task….. Specified beneath are the terms 
for the various kernel task. 

For Linear Kernel: cvuVUlinear T
k ),(                                    (9) 

Where vu ,  refers the inner products in linear kernel and c is a constant. 

For Quadratic Kernel:   
cvu

vu
VUquad k
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Where, vu , -are the vectors of the polynomial kernel function in the input space 

For Polynomial Kernel:    0,),(   eT
k cvuVUpoly                            (11) 

For Sigmoid Kernel:    0,tanh),(   cvuVUsig T
k                             (12) 

Minimizing Eq.(6) under the constraint of U, we have: 
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Eq(13) and eq(14) are derived using Gaussian kernel function. we can use other functions satisfying 
K(x,x)=1 in eq(13) and eq(14). 

In real applications such as following RBF functions and hyper tangent functions. 

RBF functions: 

K(x, v) = exp (
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Hyper target function 
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                           K(x, v) = 1 − tanh (
| |

)                                                  (16) 

RBF functions with a=1, b=2 reduces into the common used Gaussian function. In fact, Eq.(5)can be 
viewed as kernel-induced new metric are in the data space, which is defined as the following: 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑣)
∆
→ )),(1(2|)()(| vxKvx                                     (17) 

According to equation (14), the data point is endowed with an additional weight K(xk, νi) , which 
measures the similarity between xk and νi . When xk is an outlier, i.e., xk is far from the other data points, 
K(xk, νi) will be very small, so the weighted sum of data points shall be more robust. Since in incomplete 
dataset, a data point with missing components is likely to turn into an outlier, the algorithm based on 
KFCM to cluster incomplete data is of great potential. KFCM algorithm is as follows: 

3.4  Salp Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

There is little in the literature to mathematically model the swarming behaviours [2] and 
population of salps [3]. In addition, there is no mathematical model of salp swarms for solving 
optimization problems while swarms of bees, ants, and fishes have been widely modelled and 
used for solving optimization problems. This subsection proposes the first model of salp chains 
in the literature for the purpose of solving optimization problems. 

To mathematically model the salp chains, the population is first divided to two groups: leader 
and followers. The leader is the salp at the front of the chain, whereas the rest of salps are 
considered as followers. As the name of these salps implies, the leader guides swarm and the 
followers follow each other (and leader directly of indirectly). 

Similarly to other swarm-based techniques, the position of salps is defined in an n-dimensional 
search space where n is the number of variables of a given problem. Therefore, the position of all 
salps is stored in a two-dimensional matrix called𝑥. It is also assumed that there is a food source 
called F in the search space as the swarm’s target. 

To update the position of the leader the following equation is proposed: 
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Where 𝑥   shows the position of the first salp (leader) in the j-th dimension, 𝐹   is the position of 

the food source in the j-th dimension, 𝑢𝑏   indicates the upper bound of j-th dimension, 

𝑙𝑏    indicates the lower bound of j-th dimension, 𝑐 , 𝑐   and 𝑐  are random numbers. 

The above equation shows that the leader only updates its position with respect to the food 
source. The coefficient 𝑐   is the most important parameter in SSA because it balances 
exploration and exploitation defined as follows: 
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Where l is the current iteration and L is the maximum number of iterations. The parameter 𝑐   and 𝑐   are 
random numbers uniformly generated in the interval of [0,1]. In fact, they dictate if the next position in j-
th dimension should be towards positive infinity or negative infinity as well as the step size. To update the 
position of the followers, the following equations is utilized (Newton’s law of motion): 
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Were i≥2, 𝑥  shows the position of i-th follower salp in j-th dimension, t is time, 𝑣   is the initial 

speed, and a is calculated as follows: 
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Because the time in optimization is iteration, the discrepancy between iterations is equal to 1, 
and considering v_0=0, this equation can be expressed as follows: 
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Where i≥2 and 𝑥   shows the position of i-th follower salp in j-th dimension. 

With Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4), the salp chains can be simulated. 

In order to see the effects of the above mathematical model proposed, a simulation is done in this 
subsection. Twenty salps are randomly placed on a search space with stationary or moving 
sources of food. .It should be noted that the food source will be updated during optimization 
because the salp chain is very likely to find a better solution by exploring and exploiting the 
space around it. The above simulations show that the salp chain modelled is able to chase a 
moving food source. Therefore, the salp chain has the potential to move towards the global 
optimum that changes over the course of iterations. To see how the proposed salp chain model 
and SSA algorithm are effective in solving optimization problems, some remarks are listed as 
follows:  

•    SSA algorithm updates the position of follower salps with respect to each other, so they move 
gradually towards the leading salp. 

•    Gradual movements of follower slaps prevent the SSA algorithm from easily stagnating in 
local optima. 

•    SSA algorithm has only one main controlling parameter (c1). 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Our presented graph matching work is simplified in the platform of JAVA. To estimate the 
performance of our graph matching work two real time census data information’s are applied. 

4.1. Experimental Results of Our Presented Work 

Initially, two input schemas are afforded to determine the schema elements. Using these two 
input schemas, the matching process is proceeding. The aspects are presented in schema-1 and 
schema-2 are State, District, Level, Name, TRU, TOT_HL_P, TOT_HL_M , TOT_HL_F, P_06, 
M_06, F_06, P_SC, M_SC, F_SC, P_ST, M_ST, F_ST, P_LIT, M_LIT, F_LIT, P_ILL, M_ILL 
and  F_ILL. At first find the entropy value for each aspect for both schema. The table.1 
demonstrates the entropy value for both schemas. 

                                     Table.1. Entropy Values for both schemas 

Entropy of table 1 
 

Entropy of table 2 
 

State --> 306.1997424985836 
District --> 95.57926911412548 
Level --> 306.1997424985836 
Name --> 85.69175851611251 
TRU --> 254.1315299656756 

No_HH --> 31.205174158575893 
TOT_HL_P --> 14.386191754963455 
TOT_HL_M --> 12.136851176488221 
TOT_HL_F --> 13.862943611198906 

P_06 --> 34.230434420031386 
M_06 --> 51.853394644704636 
F_06 --> 54.79928036437072 

P_SC --> 184.18637251337128 
M_SC --> 194.13933093305695 
F_SC --> 211.61346215789973 
P_ST --> 75.89051407135351 
M_ST --> 79.412780790938 

F_ST --> 86.63892911387471 
P_LIT --> 23.227206065447348 
M_LIT --> 27.046291075216224 
F_LIT --> 45.66058738258129 
P_ILL --> 14.386191754963455 
M_ILL --> 23.549099073705005 
F_ILL --> 30.411349410262506 

 
 

State --> 291.50225376689224 
District --> 85.69175851611251 
Level --> 332.43157072776546 
Name --> 85.69175851611251 
TRU --> 258.408615359234 

No_HH --> 12.999897393843565 
TOT_HL_P --> 4.1588830833596715 
TOT_HL_M --> 7.4547199493640015 
TOT_HL_F --> 6.931471805599453 

P_06 --> 19.068322982087675 
M_06 --> 25.136748570331786 
F_06 --> 34.07598838659475 

P_SC --> 19.166548487866756 
M_SC --> 26.86284100504247 
F_SC --> 24.371927858755523 
P_ST --> 258.6605711271696 
M_ST --> 266.0125436868908 
F_ST --> 277.25887222397813 
P_LIT --> 9.704060527839234 

M_LIT --> 15.772486116083346 
F_LIT --> 36.2271034592909 
P_ILL --> 6.931471805599453 

M_ILL --> 12.476649250079015 
F_ILL --> 15.772486116083346 

 

 

In this, two input data’s are applied to find the schema elements. Using these two input 
information’s, the matching process is proceeding. The aspects are presented in schema-1 and 
schema-2 are State, District, Level, Name, TRU, TOT_HL_P, TOT_HL_M , TOT_HL_F, P_06, 
M_06, F_06, P_SC, M_SC, F_SC, P_ST, M_ST, F_ST, P_LIT, M_LIT, F_LIT, P_ILL, M_ILL, 
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No_HH and  F_ILL. At first find the entropy value for each aspect for both schemas. The table.2 
demonstrates the mutual data’s for both schemas.                                  

                                       Table.2. Mutual Information for both schemas 

Mutual Information table 1 
 

Mutual Inform table 2 
 

State-->District == 199.47939017504262 
State-->Level == 4001.6268320526337 

District-->Level == 184.31168831168853 
District-->Name == 6.077922077922078 
Level-->Name == 181.28571428571453 
Level-->TRU == 1581.4615384615404 
Name-->TRU == 76.99999999999989 

Name-->No_HH == 3.242424242424244 
TRU-->No_HH == 42.06693306693303 

TRU-->TOT_HL_P ==31.52147852147848 
No_HH-->TOT_HL_P == 0.7997835497835497 
No_HH-->TOT_HL_M == 0.8750000000000001 

TOT_HL_P-->TOT_HL_M == 
0.4015151515151515 

TOT_HL_P-->TOT_HL_F == 
0.5064935064935066 

P_06-->M_06 == 8.094739603830517 
P_06-->F_06 == 6.197522847522848 
M_06-->F_06 == 11.29420831693559 
M_06-->P_SC == 97.3497862330507 
F_06-->P_SC == 81.37037310332771 
F_06-->M_SC == 90.7221085074346 

 

District-->State == 199.47939017504262 
Level-->State == 4001.6268320526337 
Name-->State == 181.28571428571453 
TRU-->State == 1581.4615384615404 

No_HH-->State == 106.65796160361376 
TOT_HL_P-->State ==79.575569358178 
M_06-->State == 184.59198278664684 

F_06-->State == 166.978621619926 
P_SC-->State == 1707.2764424310878 

P_06-->District == 4.6502164502164485 
M_06-->District == 7.565787747605926 
F_06-->District == 6.810966810966816 
P_06-->Level == 126.57274609448518 
M_06-->Level == 195.4304065499718 
F_06-->Level == 176.2834086203651 

P_SC-->Level == 1741.8831168831189 
TRU-->Name == 76.99999999999989 

No_HH-->Name == 3.242424242424244 
TOT_HL_P-->Name == 2.0476190476190497 

M_ILL-->P_ILL == 1.3281385281385283 
F_ILL-->P_ILL == 1.267099567099567 

 

 

In this, two input data’s are applied to find the schema elements. Using these two input data’s the 
matching process is proceeding. The aspects are presented in schema-1 and schema-2 are State, 
District, Level, Name, TRU, TOT_HL_P, TOT_HL_M , TOT_HL_F, P_06, M_06, F_06, P_SC, 
M_SC, F_SC, P_ST, M_ST, F_ST, P_LIT, M_LIT, F_LIT, P_ILL, M_ILL, No_HH and  F_ILL. 
At first find the entropy value for each aspect for both schemas. The table.3 demonstrates the 
conditional entropy data’s for both schemas. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we examine the graph matching problem. We first show that this problem is 
computationally intractable. We proposed two efficient algorithms, namely Multi Kernel Fuzzy 
C-Means Clustering (MKFCM) and Salp Swarm Optimization (SSO). Our presented Multi 
Kernel Fuzzy C-Means Clustering (MKFCM) for matching the two dependency graphs and Salp 
Swarm Optimization (SSO) techniques for the optimization problem. The MKFCM algorithm 
first selects schema views and updates the data’s for each representative view.  We have also 
presented an aspect namely Entropy, Mutual Information, Conditional Entropy, Relative 
Entropy, Negative Mutual Information. Moreover, matching process is incorporated by 
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computed the distance measures with the help of Euclidean Distance among the two 
dependencies graphs of schemas. Conclusively, the proposed MKFCM and SSO algorithm has 
been tested on the platform of JAVA for interpreting and optimizing graph matching problems. 
Experimental results of our real time data’s show that the proposed method has more accuracy 
than other methods for dependency graph matching 
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